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CORRIGENDUM  

CONTRACT NOTICE No 03 

 

II.1.1) Contract Notice Title: Construction of an artificial grass football field 

 

II.1.1) Contract Notice Reference Number:  CB007.2.21.072 –PP1-TD01 

VII. 1.1) Reason for change 

Modification of original information submitted by the contracting authority. 

VII.1.2) Text to be corrected in the original notice 

The following alternations and/or corrections are made 

 

 In the document  VOLUME 3 Technical qualifications  - Construction of an artificial grass 

football field architectural and construction part I 

 / Position 13 /4.3.  

 

 

Instead of  Supply, transport and installation of synthetic grass. Purpose: football. The required 

characteristics of artificial grass:  

 * Fiber type: Polyethylene (PE) -monofilament  avke 

* Fiber fineness: min. 15. 000 dtex 
* Fiber thickness: min. 410 microns 

* Number of loops / m²: min. 9.449 

* Number of fibers / m²: min. 113.386 
* Artificial grass color: green - two shades 

 * Primary substrate: Polypropylene (PP) 100%* Secondary substrate: SBR latex 

* Grass tear resistance (N): ˃30  
* UV stabilization (QUV-lamp A) (h) : 3.000 

 * Color stability-gray scale: ˃4 

* Fiber height: min. 60mm 

 * Total weight g / m²: min. 3090 

* Terrain marking according to the project with white lines 12 cm wide 

* Filling: quartz sand and SBR rubber granulate, all according to the manufacturer's specification 

Mandatory conditions: 

* FIFA recommended manufacturer 

* Technical specification of grass 
* FIFA LABO TEST with Fifa Quality & Quality pro for artificial grass 

* LABO TEST EN Standard 15330-1 

* LABO TEST synthetic grass fibers 
* Warranty on synthetic grass for large terrains: 8 years 

The calculation is performed per m² of placed synthetic grass. 

105x70 = 7350 m2 

 

 

 
Read: Supply, transport and installation of synthetic grass. Purpose: football. The required 

characteristics of artificial grass:  

 * Fiber type: Polyethylene (PE) -monofilament  avke 
* Fiber fineness: min. 15. 000 dtex 

* Fiber thickness: min. 410 microns 
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* Number of loops / m²: min. 9.449 

* Number of fibers / m²: min. 113.386 

* Artificial grass color: green - two shades 

 * Primary substrate: Polypropylene (PP) 100%* Secondary substrate: SBR latex 
* Grass tear resistance (N): ˃30  

* UV stabilization (QUV-lamp A) (h) : 3.000 

 * Color stability-gray scale: ˃4 
* Fiber height: min. 60mm 

 * Total weight g / m²: min. 3090 

* Terrain marking according to the project with white lines 12 cm wide 
* Filling: quartz sand and SBR rubber granulate, all according to the manufacturer's specification 

Mandatory conditions: 

* FIFA recommended manufacturer 

* Technical specification of grass 

* FIFA LABO TEST with Fifa Quality & Quality pro for artificial grass 

* LABO TEST EN Standard 15330-1 
* LABO TEST synthetic grass fibers 

* Warranty on synthetic grass for large terrains: 8 years 

The calculation is performed per m² of placed synthetic grass. 
105x70 = 7350 m2 

 

NOTE: All conditions specified within technical specification/required characteristics of artificial 

grass should be provided certified with the offered product and that no additional tests are required. 

 

If the characteristics related to Labo test EN standard 15330-1 and Labo test for synthetic grass fibers 

are already included in FIFA LABO TEST tenderer should  present  appropriate clarification which 

proves tenderer's  statement. 

 

 
 

VII.2) Other additional information: 

  

 
  

All other terms and conditions of the contract notice, and tender dossier remain unchanged. The above 
alterations and/or corrections to the contract notice are integral part of the contract notice and tender 

dossier. 

 


